BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

Chandrashekar. S.R (13LUL08016)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

CONTRACT-II

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

LL1005

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

ECONOMICS V (DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS)

AE1005

TORT & CONSUMER PROTECTION LAW

LL1008

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

Jaya Prakash.K (13LUL08024)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

FAMILY LAW-II

LL1003

LAW OF CRIMES

LL1006

TAXATION LAW

LL1014

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

Jaya Prakash.K (13LUL08024)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

FAMILY LAW-II

LL1003

LAW OF CRIMES

LL1006

TAXATION LAW

LL1014

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

JayaPrakash.V (13LUL08025)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ECONOMICS-I MICRO ECONOMICS

LL1MEC

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

TORT & CONSUMER PROTECTION LAW

LL1008

ECONOMICS VI(INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS)

AE1006

PROPERTY LAW INCLUDING TRANSFER OF PROPERTY
ACT & EASEMENT ACT

LL1011

TAXATION LAW

LL1014

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

Sangeetha. G (13LUL08050)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ECONOMICS-I MICRO ECONOMICS

LL1MEC

ECONOMICS VI(INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS)

AE1006

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

Aishwarya C Shekar (14LUL09001)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

AISHWARYA. S.M (14LUL09002)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ECONOMICS VI(INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS)

AE1006

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

AJEYA BHAT (14LUL09003)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

ECONOMICS VI(INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS)

AE1006

FAMILY LAW-II

LL1003

LAW OF CRIMES

LL1006

PROPERTY LAW INCLUDING TRANSFER OF PROPERTY
ACT & EASEMENT ACT

LL1011

TAXATION LAW

LL1014

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

AKASH R SHARAN (14LUL09004)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

CONTRACT-I

LL1001

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

FAMILY LAW-I

LL1002

LEGAL THEORY

LL1004

ECONOMICS VI(INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS)

AE1006

FAMILY LAW-II

LL1003

LAW OF CRIMES

LL1006

PROPERTY LAW INCLUDING TRANSFER OF PROPERTY
ACT & EASEMENT ACT

LL1011

TAXATION LAW

LL1014

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

ANJANA. A.V (14LUL09006)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

ANUSHA. M (14LUL09007)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

CONTRACT-I

LL1001

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

FAMILY LAW-I

LL1002

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

APOORVA. M (14LUL09008)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

ARCHANA. S.S (14LUL09009)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

ARJUN. S (14LUL09010)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

AVINASH (14LUL09011)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

BHARGAV. K.N (14LUL09013)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

BINDUSHREE. P (14LUL09014)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

CHANDANA GOKUL. G
(14LUL09015)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

CHIRANJEEVI CHETAN PRASAD.
L (14LUL09016)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ECONOMICS-I MICRO ECONOMICS

LL1MEC

FAMILY LAW-I

LL1002

TORT & CONSUMER PROTECTION LAW

LL1008

FAMILY LAW-II

LL1003

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

CHITHRA. J.N (14LUL09017)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

DEEPTHI. C.R (14LUL09018)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

DIVYA . H.B (14LUL09019)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

FAMILY LAW-I

LL1002

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

GURUUDUTT. K.S (14LUL09022)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

HARISHA. B (14LUL09023)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ECONOMICS III (INDAIN ECONOMY)

AE1003

POLITICAL SCIENCE-III

AP3003

SOCIOLOGY-II

AS1002

SOCIOLOGY III

AS1003

CONTRACT-I

LL1001

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

LEGAL HISTORY

LL1041

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

HIMANI BOJAMMA M.M
(14LUL09024)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ECONOMICS-II

AE1002

SOCIOLOGY-I

AS1001

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

KAVEESH SHARMA. M
(14LUL09026)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

KAVYA. S (14LUL09027)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ECONOMICS-II

AE1002

CONTRACT-I

LL1001

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

ECONOMICS VI(INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS)

AE1006

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

KIRAN. H (14LUL09028)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ENGLISH-I

AE1000

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

LAVANYA. K (14LUL09029)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

MADHU. P (14LUL09032)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

LAW OF CRIMES

LL1006

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

MAHAN. S (14LUL09033)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ECONOMICS-I MICRO ECONOMICS

LL1MEC

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

MALATHI.N (14LUL09034)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

PROPERTY LAW INCLUDING TRANSFER OF PROPERTY
ACT & EASEMENT ACT

LL1011

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

MANJULA. R (14LUL09035)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

MANOHAR.K.M (14LUL09036)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

MANOJ. A (14LUL09037)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

MANU VENKATA REDDY. V
(14LUL09038)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

MONISHA. M (14LUL09042)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

MYTHILI GIRISH (14LUL09043)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

NAGAMMA.V.N (14LUL09044)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ENGLISH-I

AE1000

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

NIDHI A HANJI (14LUL09045)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

NIKHIL S SINDAGI (14LUL09046)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ECONOMICS VI(INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS)

AE1006

PROPERTY LAW INCLUDING TRANSFER OF PROPERTY
ACT & EASEMENT ACT

LL1011

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

PADMA SHREE (14LUL09047)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

PRATHIKA JAYARAM
(14LUL09049)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

PRATHIKSHA PRAKASH
(14LUL09050)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

RAKESH. S.N (14LUL09051)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

RANJITH. R (14LUL09052)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

INTRODUCTION TO LAW LEGAL LANGUAGE & LEGAL
SYSTEMS

LL1LEG

ECONOMICS-I MICRO ECONOMICS

LL1MEC

PROPERTY LAW INCLUDING TRANSFER OF PROPERTY
ACT & EASEMENT ACT

LL1011

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

RAVITHEJA. P (14LUL09054)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

INTRODUCTION TO LAW LEGAL LANGUAGE & LEGAL
SYSTEMS

LL1LEG

POLITICAL SCIENCE-I

LL1PS1

POLITICAL SCIENCE-II

AP3002

SOCIOLOGY-I

AS1001

SOCIOLOGY-II

AS1002

CONTRACT-I

LL1001

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

LL1022

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

RENUKA. M.V (14LUL09055)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

SOCIOLOGY-I

AS1001

FAMILY LAW-I

LL1002

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

RYAN VISHAL. R (14LUL09056)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

CONTRACT-I

LL1001

FAMILY LAW-I

LL1002

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

SANJEEVANI KUMARI KOTHARI
(14LUL09058)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

SAVITHA. V (14LUL09059)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ECONOMICS-I MICRO ECONOMICS

LL1MEC

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

AE1004

FAMILY LAW-I

LL1002

ECONOMICS V (DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS)

AE1005

TAXATION LAW

LL1014

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

SHIVA PRASAD. H.D (14LUL09060)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

CONTRACT-I

LL1001

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

SHREYA NAYAK (14LUL09061)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

SHREYAS. A.P (14LUL09062)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ECONOMICS VI(INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS)

AE1006

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

SHWETHA. C.N (14LUL09063)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ECONOMICS VI(INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS)

AE1006

PROPERTY LAW INCLUDING TRANSFER OF PROPERTY
ACT & EASEMENT ACT

LL1011

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

SHWETHA. K (14LUL09064)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ECONOMICS VI(INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS)

AE1006

FAMILY LAW-II

LL1003

TAXATION LAW

LL1014

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

SHWETHA. S (14LUL09065)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

FAMILY LAW-I

LL1002

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

SIRI N YALE (14LUL09066)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

SRIRAJ GOWDA. N.S
(14LUL09067)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

SUJITH. S (14LUL09068)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ECONOMICS-II

AE1002

SOCIOLOGY-I

AS1001

CONTRACT-II

LL1005

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

LL1010

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

SULOCHANA .V (14LUL09069)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ENGLISH-I

AE1000

ECONOMICS-II

AE1002

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

SUMA.H.J (14LUL09070)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

SUSHMITHA. A (14LUL09071)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

SUSHMITHA. N (14LUL09072)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

SWAMY. K.R (14LUL09073)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ENGLISH

LL1ENG

ECONOMICS-II

AE1002

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

SYED MAHEEN (14LUL09074)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

FAMILY LAW-II

LL1003

PROPERTY LAW INCLUDING TRANSFER OF PROPERTY
ACT & EASEMENT ACT

LL1011

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

TEJAS KUMAR. S (14LUL09075)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

TEJASWINI. C (14LUL09076)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ENGLISH-I

AE1000

FAMILY LAW-I

LL1002

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

VASANTHA PRIYA.R.S
(14LUL09077)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

ECONOMICS IV (INDIAN ECONOMY II)

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

AE1004

TORT & CONSUMER PROTECTION LAW

LL1008

ECONOMICS VI(INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS)

AE1006

PROPERTY LAW INCLUDING TRANSFER OF PROPERTY
ACT & EASEMENT ACT

LL1011

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

VATHSALA.R (14LUL09078)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

TAXATION LAW

LL1014

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

VIBHA S ANGRE (14LUL09079)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

BANGALORE

UNIVERSITY

Jnana Bharathi, Bangalore - 560056
EXAMINATION ADMISSION CARD
University Examinations Dec 2017

KUNAL RANA (14LUL09081)

Course

B.A.,LL.B 5 YEARS

Exam Center

UNIVERSITY LAW COLLEGE

College Code

LU

Center Code

LU

Paper Name

Paper Code

COMPANY LAW

LL1007

INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES

LL1013

LABOUR LAW

LL1016

HUMAN RIGHTS

LL1027

INSURANCE LAW

LL1030

Date

Day

Inv.Sign

Instruction: The Candidate shall produce ID Card and the Admission Card for admission to examination centre.
If ID Card and admission card is not produced they may be prevented from attending the examination & evicted from the Center

Signature of the Candidate

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

Chief Superintendent

1. Candidate should occupy the seat as per the Register number in the examination hall. Candidate should be present at least 15
minutes before the first bell in the examination center with ID card and admission card.
2. Candidates should use only black ball point pen.
3. Candidate shall not be allowed to the examination hall after half an hour from the commencement of examination.
4. Candidate should write his/her register number and shade in the correct place on the answer book, only by referring admission ticket.
5. Candidate should not write his/her register number in any other place in the answer book except in the space indicated for the same.
6. Candidate should not write the register number on the Map/Graph sheet /All Sheet.
7. Candidate should not write wrong register number/overwrite the register number on the answer book.
8. Candidate should not add, detach or tore any part of answer book.
9. Candidate should not write any name, number, identity marks, religious symbols or appeal to the values in the answer book, as this
will be treated as malpractice.
10. Candidate shall be allowed to leave the examination hall only after half an hour of the commencement of examination and he/she
can collect the question paper only after the last bell.
11. If any materials like written/printed chits, mobile, digital diary, electronic instruments, paper are found with the candidate in the
examination hall, he/she will be debarred from the examination.
12. Subjects printed in the admission card are based on the data enter by the candidates / Colleges. If any changes such as name
correction, subjects, exam center etc. is required then the Principal shall do the corrections and bring the same to the notice of the
Registrar (Evaluation) after completion of examination by the principal in person.

Date :

Principal(Sign with Seal)

Registrar( Evaluation )

